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By Virginia Lee Hunter

Umbrage Editions,US, United States, 2007. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 262 x 234 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Virginia Lee Hunter traveled throughout the United States for
a decade photographing a slice of Americana, documenting the lives of carnies and carnival-goers
alike in a body of work that is part coming-of-age chronicle, part road movie. Capturing colorful
images of picaresque county fairs, Carny goes behind the bright lights into the elusive, lurid
carnival milieu, sneaking a peak into the tawdry and sometimes menacing world behind the carny s
garish public spaces, while simultaneously illuminating the county fair every American has burned
into their childhood memory.The walk on the wild side brings Hunter in intimate proximity to the
ordinary attendees and workers, as well as freaks and lowlifes that populate this world.
Accompanying the images are illuminating interviews with carnival families, youths who have
traded hometowns for the adventures of the road, and lone men and women seeking a place to
hide, yet belong. Peter Fenton, author of Eyeing the Flash: The Education of a Carnival Con Artist,
shares an insider s glimpse into the shadowy world of the carnival. Carny celebrates the midway as
a living, breathing entity, both...
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These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III--  Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III

These kinds of pdf is the ideal ebook accessible. Of course, it is actually play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this publication
from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k
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